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chase behavior to stock demand. The niodel makes provision for the
lagged adjustment of the stock of durables to changes in the equilib-
riuni eve! of stocks, for the expectational basis of stock demand, and
br the distinction between transitory and permanent influences on
demand. The permanent component depends on long-run expectations
and average adjustment lags, while the transitory component repre-
sents the inirnediate reaction to unexpected income flows. ¶ Section
2 investigates the potential contribution of consumer anticipations
data to models of durables demand. Several models based largelyon
anticipatory variables are developed. The authors conclude that the
anticipatory models, by themselves, are roughly comparable with their
best objective model, and that the residual variance of the objective
model is significantly reduced by the anticipatory variables. however,
the substitution of the anticipatory model for the bully specified Ol)jCC-
jive modelismost effective during periods when both j)urchase
expectations and consumer sentiment can be measured with reason-
able precision. During periods when purchase expectations are mea-
sured with relatively large sampling errors, a significant part of the
objective model continues to warrant inclusion in a consunier demand
model if maximum explanatory power is to be derived.
INTRODUCTION
The propensity of U.S. households to acquire tangible assets likeau-
tomobiles and household appliances at varying rates over time renlairis
one of the less well understood and less predictable aspects of economic
behavior. In part, the explanation may be that consumption research has
tended to locus on real consumption (use) flows and riot on consumer
expenditure and investment decisions. A second reason for the present
unsatisfactory state of knowledge, and for our inability to predict near-term
consumer behavior with reasonable accuracy, may lie in the failure of
most model builders to explore seriously the use of data on consumer
anticipations as an adjunct to the more traditional information on asset
stocks and income flows that models generally tend to emphasize. This
paper examines that possibility. First, we develop a nonanticipatory (objec-
tive) model of consumer durable goods demand, then we contrast the
performance of this objective model with one based largely on the use of
survey measures of consumer anticipations, and in the last section we
examine the characteristics of an optimal model which combines both
types of information.
A commonly used framework for analysis of consumer behavior, theF. Thomas Justerand PaulWachiel
stock adjustment model, viewshouseholds as attemptingto adjustactual to desired stocks oI Cissets. Withinthis framework,survey measuresof con sumer purchase expectations can beinterpreted as a subjective
estimate of the difference between actualand desired stock,with reportedpurchase expectations reflecting the speed of theadjustmentprocess as wellas the underlying determinants of desiredstock. Andsurpy measuresof con- sumer attitudes (optimism, pessimism)might he interpretedas one of the arguments in the desired stock function.
Demand models basedon survey variables that
measure consumer anticipations can be contrastedwith models thatexclude themand rely wholly on objectivevariables like income,price, and the stockof durables, as well as with joint models thatincorporate bothtypes of variables Although a number of studieshave explored thisquestion, none hasdone so thoroughly or systematicallyTypically, they havefocused onexamining the usefulness ofanticipatory variables ina more or less ad hoccontxt- that is,objective variables havebeen introducedinto demandmodels along with anticipationsin order to determinewhether theanticipations were significantly associatedwith purchasesafter accountingfor the influence of income,and so on.'
Studies concerned withthe specification ofan objective model havenot ordinarily shown muchinterest in the potentialuses of anticipatory data. This is in part becausesuch models have beenconcerned with the roleof basic economicvariables like incomeand prices in theexplanation of purchase behavior, andnot with the possibleforecasting uses ofthe model. Andeven where forecastinguses have been animportant element in determining thestructure of the model,e.g., in the consumerdurables equations ofeconometric models, onlyrarely have themodel builders attempted to incorporateanticipatory data.
For thepurpose of explainingconsumer behavior, anticipatoryvariabl like intentionsor attitudes tend tomuddy thcc"ffiuients of objiive variables like incomeand prices, becausethe two sets ofvariabit; reflect roughly the sameeconomic phenomena Thus,to estimate the influence of, income, forexample, on purchasesin a model thatincludes both income and buyingintentions, itis necessaryto estimate the inflence of income on intentionsand then add thisto the measuredinfluence of income. In modelsdesigned for forecastingthe anticipatoryvariables are often difficultto use, because theytend to covera limited time span and often have to be
extensively processed beforethey can be effectively utilized Moreover,simulation of the modelrequires that future values of the anticipatoryvariables be predicted.If they could beaccurately pre- dicted, one wouldnot need them in thefirst place; and if thepredictions are poor, the simulationis unsatisfactory 4Ill THE OBJECTIVE DEMAND MODEL
Durable goods yield utility to Consumers in the form ofa flow of services
which continues until the product is fully depreciated. The analysisol
demand for consumer durables therefore focuseson the demand for
durable goods stock, and only indirectly examines purchases.Inthis
section, we develop a model that relates severalaspects of purchase
behavior to stock demand. The model makes provision forthe lagged
adjustment of the stock of durables to changes in the equilibriumlevel of
stocks, for the expectational basis of stock demand, and for thedistinction
between transitory and permanent influenceson demand.
Specification of the Model
In general terms, the model views consumers as havinga "target" or
"desired" value of durables stocks to which they adjust gradually.Net
investment is viewed as having a "permanent"or "planned" component
and also an "unforeseen" or "transitory" component.6 Thepermanent
component depends on long-run expectations and average adjustment
lags, while the transitory component represents the immediate reactionto
unexpected income flows. The transitory componentaccounts for the
volatile behavior of investment, because unforeseen economic phenomena
alter the time pattern of stock adjustments.
The partial adjustment model is applied to the planned component of
net durables investnient, AS", as in (1) where /3 represents the average
speed at which households move to desired stock levels. 5*, the level of
desired stock, is a target set by the household contingent upon its expecta-
lions about economic conditions.
LS = /3(5*5)
Given expectations, there is some level of stocks that the household
would like to hold, and it plans to close rome proportion of thegap
between existing and desired stocks during the current period.
Desired stock is a function of expected values of a set of economic
variables denoted by Z. The specification of variables in the Z function is
discussed below; the expectation is shown in (2). The Z function is taken to
be linear, and expectations are generated by the uniform application of the
adaptive expectations hypothesis to all variables in Z.
S*=Ze
The adaptive expectation model for the formation of expectations by the
household is given in (3).
Z - Z= p(Z -
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The specification shownhere is in the form ofa discrete approximationto a continuous revision procedure,rather than a discreteversion of the model! This differencedetermines whether thecurrent or lagged value of / appears in the model.The interpretation of(3) is that the changein expectations is proportionalto the difference betweencurrent experience and the previouslyfOrmed expeclation.8
The last element of themodel is the transitoryinvestment component(4), a function, T, of transitoryvariables specified below.
LS1 T
Equation (5) definesnet investment as thesum of its transitory, .XS', and
permanent, X9',components.
S9' 5T
The reduced form ofthe model given by(1)through (5) is asecond-order distributed lag which describesthe effect on durablesstocks of the change in an economicvariable in the Z and Tfunctions.The model, which results from theconvolution of two first-orderlag models, is shownin difference equation formas (6).
S =-p/3Z+ 1(1 /3)4-(1 p)1S1
(1 --/3)(1 p)S.2+ Tp)T1
The lagparameters p and /3 are thecoefficient of expectationsand the speed of adjustment
respectively; however, the fullmodel involves thetwo lag processesconcurrently, and individualestimates have no interpretation even when identified. Ifexpectations are formedinstantaneously,p = 1, and the model reducesto a first-order lag scheme,If adjustmentsare made instantaneously,/31, and the modelreduces to a similarfirst-order scheme. Thus, a first-ordermodel can be derivedfrom either lagmodel, each beinga special case of thecomplete model. A first-ordermodel would be suggestedif the coefficienton.2isinsignificant; otherwise n1isspecificaiwould result insizable biases. Waud'sMonte Carlo study indicates that a partialadjustment model thatignores the adaptive forma- tion of expectationsproduces a downwardbias in the speedof adjustment and anexaggeration of the standarderrors.
The model actuallyestimated has netor gross investment rather than stock as the dependentvariable, and is obtainedby subtracting Sfrom both sides of (6)and rearrangingterms to yield (7). This isthe full objective model, whichwe call AET (partial
adjustment_acIaptjyexpectation transitory change).
5p/3Z p$S + (1p)(1 /3)5 -FT(1 p)L1A test of this version of the reduced form is that the current and lagged
transitory terms are specified to be of opposite sign with the lagged term
smaller in absolute value because (1 p1< 1.
The model can be readily translated from net to gross investment by
using the identity C = ES_i +S, where C is purchases and isthe
depreciation rate; this version is shown as equation (7.11.10
(7.1)C = pf3Z + (- pf3)S_, + (1 - p) (1 - f3)S_ + T -- (1 - p) L1
Simplified versions of the model are also tested. The reduced form (8)
tS = /)f3Zp5.1 + (1 - p) (1 - f3)S_
ignores the distinction between planned and transitory components of
net investment. Thisisthefullmodel without the transitory change
component (AE).It can he estimated with permanent, current or both
permanent and transitory income as elements of Z.
A first-order adjustment model, derived by setting the coefficient of
expectations equal to unity,is also tested (9).
zS = /3Z - f3S.1 + T
Thisisthe partial adjustmenttransitory change model (AT).In gross
investment form (9.1), this is the model most commonly found in the
econometric literature. This model, without a transitory term, was intro-
duced by Suits, Chow, and others.
(9.1) C=fZ+(6f3)S1+T
Richard Stone and D. A. Rowe, and Hamburger, make use of specific
depreciation assumptions to derive a reduced form in lagged purchases
without any explicit estimate of the total stock.
Empirical Estimation of the Model
The models outlined in the preceding section are estimated for theperiod
1949 through 1967, using quarterly data. Equations with both net invest-
ment (N) and gross investment (C) as dependentvariables are examined;
results are shown for total durables, and for automobile andhousehold
durables separately (denoted by 0, C, and H subscripts, respectively).All
variables representing value aggregates are deflated per household mag-
nitudes (1958 prices).1'
The set Z is composed of the price and income variables thatdetermine
the desired stock target. The relevant price variables are all relative prices,
the series being the respective implicit price deflators, P, relative tothe
deflator for total personal consumption expenditure, Q.
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For the automobiles andtotal durablesmodels ameasure ofcredit availability or cost is alsoused. The measurewe use, M, thematurityon instalment credit contracts,has often been foundto have a strong
influence on purchases. Contract maturityand unit pricedetermine theamount of the monthly instalmentpayment, which isan important factorin determin- ing the number of creditpurchases. The maturityvariable alsoreflectsa price effect via its relationto the true marginalhorowing costforconsum- ers subject to credit rationing.Results using thepure price ofcredit, the interest rate, as an alternativecredit variableare discussed inAppendix B) The uniform applicationof adaptiveexpectations may beunwarranted for the incomevariable. Therefore,permanent andtransitory income variables, Y* and Y,were explicitly estimated.13The modelsare estimated with permanentor current disposableincome Y, asalternativeincome variables in the Zfunction.
All regressionsare estimated witha set of dummyvariables thatrepre- sent abnormal supplyconditions. Panicbuying during theKorean War, which resulted fromfears of shortages,is treated in thisway, as are the three strikes whichaffected the automobilemarket. TheKorean War dummies (KB)are designed to minimizeresiduals in 1950-Ill,1 950-tV, and 1951-I. A uniform strikeand poststrikerecovery dummy (SD)is used for 1952-Ill, I 959-tV, and1 964-lV. In thesecond-order lagmodels, abnormal supply conditionsaffect not only thedependent variablebut also biasthe c1ficient of thelagged dependentvariable specifiedby the model:in these equationswe adjust the laggeddependent variablefor such supply influences)4
Alternative specificationsof the transitoryfunction, T,are also tested. Unemployed man-hours,U, as a generalmeasure of cyclicalconditions, is prelerred.13 Analternative specificationis transitory incomeproper (Yt), defined as thedifference betweencurrent and permanentincome. How- ever, this variableappears to have onlya very gradual impacton invest- ment, which makesit difficult tointerpret the lagstructure of the model. Tables 1 A, 1 B,and 1 C presenta set of basic regression
results for both net and grossinvestment in totaldurabies, automobiles,and nonauto durables for the1949-67 period;estimates are byordinary leastsquares. The fully specifiednet investmentmodel (A[-T,equation 7 above),utilizes the unemployedman-hours variableas the transitory function.The sign and magnitudetests on the transitoryand taggedtransitory coefficientsare satisfactory.16 Thetransitory incomevariable proper(current less perma- nent income) didnot satisfy thetests; the resultsindicate a lagged rather than immediateinfluence on stockchange. Rather thancomplicate the lag structure of themridel, thisvariable is usedin the simplifiedfunction (equation 8)describedas AE-2.
34 &
SThe AE- 1equation uses current disposable income as an explanatory
varial)le in a second-order model, while the last two rows provide esti-
mates of a first-order (partial adjustment) model with, respectively, current
income (A) and a permanent-transitory distribution of current income (AT).
The five equations are shown with both net and gross investment as the
dependent variable.
The calculated 1-ratios for the regression coefficients are well above
acceptable levels in virtually every instance, and the lag structure in 1)0th
first- and second-order models are stable. The tagged stock coefficients in
the gross investment equations are at times insignificant, hut there is no a
priori reason why these coefficients could not be zerothe adjustment
coefficients and the depreciation rate could be of approximately equal
size. For the first-order models, the Durbin-Watson statistic suggests that
there is positive serial correlation in the resic1uals.'
A closer look at some of the coefficients shows that the maturity variable
is not consistently significant in the durables equations. For automobiles,
which should be most sensitive to credit changes, the variable is always at
least twice its standard error. The coefficients of the price variables exhibit
some instability, especially when the unemployment variable is included..
probably because of common trends in both variables.
The transitory income coefficient is always highly significant, whereas
the permanent income coefficient is not, especially for automobiles. The
magnitudes of the transitory coefficient in the durables equationc are twice
that of the permanent one; for automobiles the ratio is higher, and for other
durables itis about one. Thus, there appears to be a strong transitory
influence on automobile investment, while nonauto durables are less
subject to transitory effects. The permanent income coefficients are always
higher in the purchase equations than in the corresponding net investment
equations. Transitory income, on the other hand, seems to effect only net
investment and not replacement demand, as the coefficients are tin-
changed in net and gross investment equations.
The equilibrium properties of the model can be examined by deriving
long-run stock demand elasticities. Equilibrium is defined by unchanging
expectations and unchanging stock. The first condition implies that S = Z
and the second implies that S = S. The long-run elasticity (evaluated at
the mean) with respect to a particular variable 7, is the proportional elfect
on desired stock holding and is given by:
(5*z EIjzi 5
A measure of short-run reactionis given by initial-period purchase
elasticities. Using the reduced form for gross investment, the purchase




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































)elasticity, again evaluated at the mean, is defined as the mpCtlp(t on
purchases of a change in a variable Z1 given by:
!)C Z,
Th =)Zj C
Both long-run stock elasticities and short-run purchase elasticitiesare
shown in Table 2. The mean depreciation rate over the sample periodmust
be estimated, then elasticities are evaluated at the mean level01 stock
holdings.'8 There is rio transitory-income elasticity in the longrun, since
variables in the transitory function do not enter the equilibriumor the
desired-stock demand function.
In Panel A of Table 2 elasticities are calculated froni fullyspecified
gross-investment equations (the AET mode!). The long-runIxrrnanent
income elasticities implied by the model are all about unity, indicatingthat
the household sector aims for a constant ratio of durables stocksto income.
TABlE 2Elasticitks of Durables Demand
I.T Ii o nias In SIN anPaLl1 Wa htel
NOTE.EiasIi( ties are (alL u!attst iruni the Al I arid AL -2 rs(u.itiIiniuunci in the grie.s-investnieni se lion





Panel A: Uneniplovrnent Transitory
Long Run (equilibrium stock)
Total durables 1.09 -1.31 .24
Automobiles .99 -1.14 57
Other durables 1II -1.22
Short Run (impact on pur bases)
Total durable's .88 .22 -1.05 .20
Automobiles .74 .39 -.86 .42
Other durables 1 .11) .12 -- 1.31
Panel B: Transitory Income Proper
l_ong Run )equdibriLi,ii stock)
Total durabtes .27 -.84 .13
Autoniobi les .21 -.87 .36
Other durable's .35 - 1.02
Short Run Ii mpact on purchasesj
Total durables I .1 2 1.93 - .74 .13
Automobiles .95 3.2() .68 .28
Other durable's i.I 4 t .08 - 1 .05Models of Durable Goods Demand 355
The equilibrium price elasticities all exceed unity,suggesting that the
relatively large secular growth in durable stocks over thelast two decades
has been largely due to their relative cheaperiing Otherdurables appear to
be more sensitive than automobiles to both price and incomechanges. The
unemployment response can be converted to a transitory-income response;
the transitory-income elasticities implied by this conversion are verylarge.
For these estimates, we converted changes in unemployedman-hours (the
transitory variable) into the equivalent change in income by assumingthat
a 1per cent change in employment produces a1per cent change in
income, an assumption that cannot be far wrong.19 Theimplied income
elasticities are 3.48 for total durables, 6.07 for automobiles, and 1 .83for
other durabies.
The short-run expenditure elasticities implied by the unemployed man-
hours variable are quite large, particularly for automobiles. The responseis
most easily understood as the effect on expenditures of a onepoint rise in
the unemployment rate: such a rise causes an expenditure declineof 6.86
per cent for automobiles, 2.11 per cent forother durables, and 3.86 per
cent for total durables.
In Panel B, somewhat different results are obtainedfor the AE model,
which does not explicitly take account of transitory investment. Thedirect
estimates of the short-run effect of transitory income proper is overthree
for automobiles and about one for other durables. Thisspecification of the
lag structure yields slightly higher permanent-incomeelasticities than those
in Panel A, and price elasticities below unity. Wefeel that the explicit
treatment of unplanned investment in the AETmodel (Panel A elasticities)
is the appropriate specification for estimatinglong-run or equilibrium
effects. In those equations, a solution for desired orplanned stock, and the
elasticities, are obtained, holding transitory effects constant.
The maturity variable has an elasticity of aboutone-half in both the long
and short run with respect to automobiles. Asindicated earlier, it may be
appropriate to interpret the maturity effect as adelayed income effect that
may explain why the impactelasticities of permanent income on au-
tomobile demand is less than unity.
The permanent-income elasticities in Table 2 are,of course, not the
same as current-income elasticitiesalthough we can approximate the latter
by adding together elasticities in the first andsecond columns. In the short
run, our model indicates thatthe transitory-income effects aresubstantial.
A current-income elasticity comparable to thatusually encountered in the
literature can be obtained from the AE-1 equationof Tables 1A to 1C,
where we show a model with no transitory-incomespecification. Although
thisisrluithe best specification of the mode!, asthe differences in
permanent- and transitory-income elasticitiesin Table 2 indicate, estimates
of a current-income elasticity may be usefulfor comparison. The impact356
1. 1 honiluster andPau'
VVachtcl





I ) Other (11lrl)I4" I2 -
The properties ofth' agstructure of themodel are
investigated by solving the netinvestment equationsfor a distributedlag in stock.ti we rewrite (8) as:
S=aZ +bS+1-4-cS1
ihe mean lagnicasures the over-altlagged effect ofchanges in the economic variables(Z) on the stock ofdurable assets.The mean lagis the time in which halfthe effecton total stock ofa change in a Zvariable is registered. Note thatthe mean lagcan be obtained fromthe coefficientson S_1 and i5arid does notrequire solving forexplicit estimatesof the lag parameters.
The mean lagand 95per cent confidencelevels (or the AETnet investment modelare given in Table3. The lagsare fairly short but the ranges are wide, theusual result in theseanalyses. However,a glance at the sampling limitsindicates that thereis little likelihoodthat the means differ significantly.This resultmay be due to the short-runetfect of the maturity variable,which i5 quitelarge, as creditexpectations can he immediately realizedthrough ourchases,while incomeexpectations may not be.
As expected, thefirst-order modelyields somewhathigher mean lags: 2,59 for durables,3.00 for automobiles,and 2.61 for other durables.2'





Mean 95 Per Cent l.imits
Durahtes
1 .26 373 .39 Aulomohiles 8')
.12 Other durables I .7 4. I .72
NOTE:(a! u6iedIrofllhe i\[I nCtiretnW(1t Settion itt1ahec IA,B, and IC.I
When the first-order niodel is a misspeciuication, there is a serious upward
bias in the estimated mean tags.
An additional descriptive measure of interest is the path toward equilib-
rium implied by the shape of the lag pattern. The first-order model yields
the familiar exponentially declining lag pattern, which cumulates to a
smooth approach to equilibrium. The second-order model yields more
interesting patterns, as the lag structure isnot constrained to decline
exponentially. However, the patterns are the same for all the variables,
except the transitory variable.
The lag pattern for the AET net-investment model for total durables
indicates that the effect oil total stocks of a permanent-income change rises
to a peak in the third quarter and then begins to decline. After the eighth
quarter, the effects are within 10 per cent of equilibrium as the model
overshoots the equilibrium and continues to infinity with oscillations near
zero. The cumulative approach to equi!ibrium is smooth. Theovershooting
of the equilibrium is small when compared to the standard error of the
initial effect. The transitory variable enters the model with a different lag
structure, one which yields a pattern that declines from a large initial effect
to an insignificant level by the fifth quarter.
12! MODELS WITH ANTICIPATORY DATA
This section investigates the potential contribution of consumer anticipa-
tions data to models of durables demand. Survey data on consumer
attitudes and buying intentions are available at approximatelyquarterly
intervals from 1953 on. The attitudes data (Index of Consumer Sentiment)
are a consistent series with the sameanalytical content and sampling error
over the entire period; there are some missing quartersprior to 1961, for
which values are interpolated. The intentions data, in contrast, are a
spliced series. The only source of such data from 1953 to 1959 isthe
Survey Research Center (SRC) series, which has bothrelatively large
sampling error, and, in published form, some change in the treatmentof
responses. From 1959 through 1966,either the SRC series or a conceptu-
ally comparable series with much smaller sampling error (theCensus
Bureau's Quarterly Survey of Intentions IQSI1) can he used. After1966, a
conceptually different and presumably improved Census series (Consumer
Buying Expectations ICBEI) is available.21 We haveconstructed a continu-
ous series from these sources, using SRCdata through1 959 and Census
data thereafter. The series used and its construction arefound in Appendix
A.
Two general types of demand models that utilize consumeranticipations
data are specified. One model views anticipatory data aseither substitutes
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for, (J('onlplenlents to, the set, /, of variablesin the desiredck)(.k
IUrlCtio,i of the objective model. ThatIS,1flti(ipatory variahl,( an be ViCW(.das additional determinants of desiredstock or ,issubstitutes for ip relative price, and so on,as des, red-stock determi flcmntcAn alternative model views anticipatory variables,plans and attitudes,as a pOSsjbl substitute, not only for the desired-stockvariables, but also forall lag and adjustmentprocessesspecifiedbythemodel.Thissuggeststhe specification of a pure anticipatorymodel as areplacement for the objective model and will be discussedfirst.
Anticipatory Models as Substitutes
Purchase intentions arepresumably a directmeasure of the difference
between beginning-ofperiodstocks and plannedend-of-period stocks, hence they could, in principle,substitute fully for theplanned investment part of the objective model. The roleof the attitude variableis less clear. One interpretation suggests thatintentions are an imperfectnleasure of the difference between plannedand actual stocks, and thatattitudes serve to modify or correct thatmeasure.23
The pure anticipatory model(10.1. a gross investmentequation) uses intentions(p) and attitudes (A), and isdesignated as P. Giventhe specification of the anticipatoryvariables, the appropriatedependent vari- able is gross investmentmeasured in physical unitspurchased, more precisely, the purchaserate (x). The P model is shownas equation (10.1).
(10.1)X3o+a1p+a2A
For the anticipatorymodel with a transitorycomponent we add U, the
unemployed man-hoursvariable; the full anticipatorymodel (11.1)is designated PT.
(11.1)x3( +a1p +a2A +a3tJ
Comparison of objective andanticipatory models will be facilitatedby including severalvariations of the former inadditionto the partial
adjustment_adaptiveexpectations_transitory change (AFT,equation 7.1) model outlined above.As the explanatorypower of the AFT model may only reflect theexistence of srialIy correlatedresiduals in an adjustment
model, comparisons withthe si nipler partialadjustmenttransitory change model (AT equation9.1) are also made. Anothercomparison of interest involves the plannedinvestment part of the objectivemodel, that is, the full model withoutthe transitory changecomponent (AF, equation 9.1), against the comparableanticipatory model (P. equation10.1). Since the
anticipations modelsuse objective purchase plansas one of the major
ingredients, thiscomparison answers the question:How well do subjective
purchase plans predictbehavior relative to theirobjective counterpart?Models of Durable Goods Demand 359
Because the consumer anticipations data cover a shorter span than the
objective data comparisons are not pOSSil)lC over the lull1 949-67 period
used above. They can be made for Iwo shorter time spans, however. The
first, 1953-67, involves the longest period for which we have reasonably
consistent measures of 1)0th consumer attitudes (A) and consumer buying
intentions (p).4 The second period covers 1960-67, and is used because it
covers the only time span for which entirely consistent and statistically
reliable measures of both attitudes and buying intentions are available.
The objective model is reestimated for each of the two indicated time
spans. The anticipations model uses weighted intentions from current and
two past surveys (p) and lagged consumer attitudes A) to measure planned
gross investment; unemployed man-hours (U) are used to measure transi-
tory gross investment. Both models are estimated by ordinary least squares
although this procedure may not be entirely satisfactory for purposes of
comparison. The objective model includes income arid price variables,
and the estimates are therefore sUbject to simUltaneous equations bias; the
anticipatory model should be largely free of such bias.
The results in Table 4 are interesting, especially where the comparison
between objective and anticipations models is unaffected either by large
sampling errors in the anticipations variables or conceptual differences
between the dependent and independent variables. Both problems are
absent in the first two rows of Panel A, where expenditures on automobiles
are the dependent variable and the 1 96-67 span (when QSI or CBE can
be used to measure intentions) is the fit period. The objective (AET) model
performs well in explaining a series with the amount of erratic quarterly
variation typical of automobile sales: it explains 94 per cent of the variance
(adjusted for d.f.); the AE model, which does not contain the transitory
investment variable, explains almost 91 per cent of the variance. But the
planned investment part of the anticipations model (F), consisting only of
buying intentions and lagged attitudes, has a slightly smaller standard error
than the comparable (AE) objective model; and the full anticipatory model
(PT) has a smaller standard error than the best (AET) objective model and a
substantially smaller error than the objective model without the lagged
dependent variable (AT). Thus, the much simpler anticipatory models
outperform their counterpart objective models.26 Both intentions and at-
titudes contribute significantly to the anticipations models, as does unem-
ployed man-hours.
The anticipations models do not fare quite as wellin the longer
(1953-67) period. For the automobile data, the planned investment objec-
tive model is perceptibly better than the anticipations model (ci. AtE and F),
and the inclusion of transitory stock change improves both models by
about the same extent. For the durables equations, the objective model is
superior in both periods. The anticipations model is a close substitute in
the 1960-67 period, especially when the transitory stock change variable
UTABLE 4Anticipatory Modelsas Substitutes for
Objective Models of DurableGoods Demand
Standard Errors
t-Ratios for
Antic! patory Antic patory Anticipations Models Model ObjectiveModel Model and
Time Period P A U PT P AL:1 AT AL
Panel A: Autorhi Ic Demand
NOTE:rhstrike quarters are excludedPorn the sample periodirs order to make the
stanchrd crises of the anhidpatory andobjective models toinparable.The standarderrors are in constant11958j
dollars per householdat annual rates. For theanticipatory models, theepersdent variablesare the automobile purchaserate and a proxy br thedurables pUr(IlaSCrate. The variablesare both defined as the respectivereal per household
expenditures divided bythe average realcar price.
The data are shownin Appendix A. The standarderrors tor the anticipatory
models are adiustedto thc sarrxr basis as theobjective model,as discussed in footnote26.
is included in bothmodels. For thelonger period, theobjective modelsare markedly superior.However, thesignificance of theseresults is unclear: they are obtainedusing an intentionsvariable that issubject to large sampling errorduring the1953-59 period, andthat measuresonly au- tomobile, andnot total durables,buying intentions.On the whole,given the very highstandard impliedby thecontent and empiricallit of the objective models,the much simpleranticipations modelsprovide remark- ably powerfulcompetition.
Anticipatory Modelsas Complements
A different butequally interestingquestion is whetherthe anticipations variables improvea fully soeifiedobjectivc model,i.e., constitutea significant subsetof the desired-stockfunction. Theanswer, from Table 5, is unambiguouslyyes: both buyingintentions and laggedattitudes clearly add to theexplanatorypower of the fullyspecified AFT modelin the shorter (1960-67)period, both forautomobiles and totaldurables; for the
P.1960-67 -F 11.5+ 2.9-- 18.3- 9 PT, 1960-67 +3.6+3.9-3.4 15.5- 16.520.3 P.1953-67 +2.7+2.6 - 49.4-- 23.2 PT, 1953-67 +2.4+1.4-5.938.4-- 19.325.9
Panel B: DurablesDemand



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F. Thomas Justerand PaulWactìtel
knger (1953-67) period, thejoint (Orltribution of thetwoanhciI)ator, variables is not significant althoughI rltentions would be if
considered by itself.
Moreover, a modified version ofthe Consumerattitude variablegives better marks to the anticipatorydata. ElsewhereJuster and Wachtejshow that a filtered version of Aappears to provide a betterspecifici0of the role of consumer attitudesin forecasting modelsThe filteredvariable designated WDA,uses the weighted change inconsumer attitudeonly when it shows either largeor persistent change. Theresults in Table5 indicate that the WDA formulationis generally Superiorto A, and that both p and WDA, with oneexception, make a statisticallysignificant contribu- tion to the fully specifiedobjective (AET) nlodel.
Joint Objective-AnticipatoryModels
The data in Table5 suggest that theanticipatort variablesmake a significant contribution toa fully specified objectivemode;, both inthe 1960-67 and 1953-67periods, and for bothautomobile and total durables expenditure models. Examinationof the regressioncoefficients in a model which simply adds theanticipatory variables to theobjective AFT model suggest that even strongerconclusions may bewarranted. In the shorter (1960-67)period, the only variablesin the AFT mode! which retain a (-ratio inexcess of unity, other than thetwo anticipations variables, are unemployedman-hours arid relative price;this finding holds for both automobileand total durablesequations. For the longer(1953-67) period, the resultsare markedly different, possiblybecause expected purchases are a linkedvariable containinga great deal of erratic variability in the earlier (1953-59)part of the period. Here, bothlagged stock change and permanent incomeretain statistically significantcoefficients in both the automobiles anddurables models, whilelagged unemployedman- hours is significantin some of the models.As was true of estimates for the
shorter period, therelative price variable lowersthe standard error of the model although itscoefficient is never significantat conventional levels. Although the relativebrevity of the 1960-67period makes it difficult to draw firm conclusionson the matter, itis plausible to conjecture thatthe optimum specification fora durable goods deniand modelmight well include only thetwo anticipatory variables,unemployed man-hours, and relative prices. The othertwo variables that retainexplanatory power in the 1953-67 period,pernianent income and laggedstock change, are both clearly knownto the household at thebeginning of the purchase period. Hence, a precisemeasure of purchaseexpectations would, in principle, be expected to eliminate thestatistical influence of thesetwo, since purchaseexpectations shouki be capable of taking fulldCCOLiflt ot both expected
income and all the expectational and adjustment lagsspecified by the
objective model. On the other hand, unemployed man-hoursis an integral
part of the anticipatory model itself, since it reflects transitory investment,
and relative price might plausibly be includedas part of the model as well.
The question is whether relative pricemovements are foreseen or
unforeseen at the start of the purchase period. Since themodel involves the
demand for a class of items that are infrequently purchased,households
considering purchase might well beunaware of any recent change in
market prices until they begin an active search for the product.Thus, if
prices have been changing, households may generally tendto be 'sw-
prised" at discovering what prices actuallyare compared to what they had
been expecting.
Table 6 presents some regressions whichincorporate only those vari-
ables which are the best candidates for inclusion inan optimally specified
model that combines anticipatory and objective variables.'Three equa-
tions are presented in each of the four panels: the first two equationsare
basically partial adjustmenttransitory change models (likeAl, equation
9.1) with the anticipatory variables included in the desired-stock function;
the third assumes that all adjustment processesare represented by the
expected purchase variable, as in the PT model, equation 11.1, andan
additional objective variable is added to (lie transitory function. The first
and second equations differ only in that permanent income is includerlas a
desired-stock determinant in the second equation but riot in the first. The
third equation includes only (he anticipatory variables, with relative price
and unemployment as the transitory function.
The results support the view that relative prices warrant inclusion in the
fully specified model. The best specification for a combined modelseems
to consist either of eliminating all the adjustment lags and letting expected
purchases carry the burden of the adjustment process, or including both
expected income and a partial adjustment process in the niodel; it is not
clear which alternative is better. When beginning-of-period stock is in-
cluded but expected income isnot, (lie former usually has a positive
coefficient: the estimated adjustment coefficient, obtained by the subtrac-
(ion of depreciation rates from the coefficient of beginning stock, impliesa
very slow adjustment process. Inclusion of permanent income lowers the'
beginning stock coefficient and therefore speeds up the adjustment toa
more plausible pattern. In the automobile equations, elimination of an
explicit adjustment process as svell as the expected income variable seems
to produce more sensible results than retaining both, while the reverse
appears to be true in the durables equations. Needless to say, these
conclusions are highly tentative and are in need of much more exploration.






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































On the whole, the evidence suggests that during periods when both
purchase expectations and consumer sentiment can be measured with
reasonable precision, the anticipatory model is virtually a perfect substitute
for a fully specified objective model, and that as good results can be
achieved with a simple two-variable anticipations model as with a much
more complex model with a fully specified lag structure. In effect, survey
measurements of purchase expectations combined with systematic changes
in consumer sentiment seem able to replace the influence of income and
all the adjustment ags in a complex objective model although it does not
appear that the anticipatory variables reflect the influence on purchases of
movements in relative prices of durablespossibly because these are
largely unforeseen.
The evidence is markedly less convincing during periods when purchase
expectations are measured with relatively large sampling errors. Here a
significant part of the objective model continues to warrant inclusion in a
consumer demand model, and the simple anticipatory model fal!s consid-
erably short of the fully specified objective model in explanatory power.
One clear-cut need for additional research lies in the influence of relative
prices on purchase decisions in the context of the model which uses
anticipatory variables as the major determinant of desired stock. While
most of the evidence seems to suggest that the anticipations variables need
to be augmented with a relative price measure, the coefficients of the price
variables are erratic and the specification can undoubtedly be improved.
APPENDIX A: SOURItS OF DATA
Expenditure and Stock Data
The data series for real durables stocks used in this study were based on
annualestimatesforthehouseholdsectorpreparedbyRaymond
Goldsmith. In The National Wealth of the United States in the Postwar
Period, Goldsmith estimates stocks through 1962 by applying straight-line
depreciation to the expected useful life of each group of durable goods,
except automobiles, for which an assumed depreciation schedule was
applied. From these data, annual depreciation ratios were calculated for
the aggregate category totaldurables and for autos.Ratiosfor the
post-1962 period were extrapolated by regression. The change in the
depreciation ratio was regressed on the change in expenditures, a proce-
dure suggested by the fact that the depreciation ratio is a function of the
age distribution of the stock, tastes, and style. The depreciation ratios were
Models of Durable Goods Demand 365applied to a benchmarkstock ligu IV forthe end of1948 dsniiih converted to a1 958 pi ce I)ise,a rc I to pu rdiase data from the
National Income Accounts.
For durables, thegross investment data(ire Personal
COt1SUI1lpti Expenditures on Durabk's(Table 1.2, Surveyot CttrrentBusinl.SU). For automobiles, the personal
consumption L'Xj)eFKlitUrVsri and net used autos (Table 2.6,SCB) is Publishedquarterly, but thetrailercompo- nent is not. A quarterlyestimate is oDtai viedby addingannterpolatr'cl estimate of expenditureson trailers to thegross auto
product_personal consumption expenditure(lata (Table 1.16,5CR). A two-stage procedurewas used to calculatethe quarterlystock data.In the first stage, purchasesless depreciation(one-quarter of theannual ratio times the last periodstock) were addedto the initial stockfigure foreach year. In this way, depreciationon the last quarter's
stock a(lditionsi5 included. In the secondstage, the quarterly
depreciation figuresare adjusted proportionatelyso that they total thefigure impliedby the annual depreciation rate, inorder to insureconsistency of thedata. Other householdor nonauto durablesare defined as totaldurables less automobiles. Data forstocks and forgross and net investment
were derived in the samemanner as for automobiles.All stock andpurchase dataare in 1958 prices andare on a per householdbasis. Realper householdgross investment, seasonallyadjusted at annualrates, and realper household end-of-quarter stocks ofautomobiles and totaldurables are foundin Table A-i
The net investmentseries used in theregressions are the firstdifferences in real stocksdeflated by theaverage number ofhouseholds duringthe quarter. These wit! differfrom the firstdifferences in the realper household stocks, whichare shown in TableA-i. The numberof householdswas interpolated quarterlyfrom annualdata in theStatistical Abstractof the United States. Thenumber of householdsin millions(H) is shown in Table A- 5.
Anticipatory VariaWes
The surveyvariablesare of two basic kinds.The first variable,(A), is the familiar SurveyResearch Center(SRC) Index ofConsumer Sentiment lagged onequarter. The dataarr published in BusinessConditions Digest (Series NumberCi, 435). Thesurvey was not taken inevery quarter prior to 1962, andmissing quartersare interpolated linearly.Since the survey is taken atvarious times duringthe quarter, theindex is always usedin lagged form.The othersurvey variable,(p), the index of expectedpur- chases ofautomobiles, isa weighted variableconstructed from SRC data,
366
F.Fhoinas jisu'rand Paul
Wachte)TAI3IE A-IGross Investment and Stock of Durables and Autos
C1, SI) C1 S(
1949-Il 2285.9 569.2
1940111 689. 2342.1 265.0 DOh.9
1949-lV 700.5 2401.1 265.2 624.3
1950-I 731.6 2456.7 286.2 653.1
1950-Il 733.8 2517.6 297.2 685.1
1950-Ill 9086 2619.6 358.9 730.4
I 950-I\' 792.3 268; .3 334.0 766.9
1951-! 798.5 2762.5 307.3 799.6
1951-lI 686.1 2803.5 270.4 819.6
1951-Ill 665.0 2837.5 242.4 831.6
1951-IV 657.4 2868.6 221.3 837.5
1952-I 660.8 2897.9 224.6 843.9
1952-li 673.1 2929.2 234.6 853.1
1952-Ill 628.5 2948.1 185.5 849.6
1952-IV 729.9 2991.9 269.3 866.9
1953-I 763.3 3042.2 304.9 892.6
1953-Il 760.2 3092.5 305.8 918.2
1953-Ill 755.7 3139.9 307.0 942.6
1953-IV 755.5 3185.8 312.4 966.8
1954-I 723.3 3216.7 285.9 981.5
1954-lI 741.9 3247.1 299.7 997.9
1954-Ill 746.8 3277.4 294.0 1012.1
1951-!\' 785.3 3316.7 315.8 1030.9
1955-I 852.8 3367.6 368.8 1060.7
1955-lI 904.9 3427.9 410.7 1 C)99.2
1955-ill 929.1 3491.4 421.0 1138.1
1955-lV 901.5 3546.6 391.9 1 1674
1956-I 847.5 3581.2 338.6 1183.1
1956-lI 836.2 3619.1 314.0 1194.5
1956-Ill 816.6 3650.8 298.6 1201.6
1956-IV 841.8 3686.6 319.7 1213.0
1957-I 856.6 3721.9 340.6 1227.1
1957-Il 833.2 3750.0 327.2 1237.0
1957-Ill 819.8 3773.3 309.9 1242.0
1957-IV 814.6 3794.8 320.6 1249.0
1958-i 755.8 3796.8 261.8 1240.2
1958-lI 730.7 3791.6 244.8 1227.5
1958-ill 741.0 3789.4 241.7 1214.7
1958-IV 759.0 3792.4 250.4 1205.5
1959-! 821.7 3803.8 303.7 1208.4
1959-lI 857.4 3821.6 321.3 1214.9NOTE:C1,= Grossinvestmentinconsumer durahics,1958dullaisdeflated by number üf households,
= End of penod stock
of consumer durables.1958 dollars dellatedbe number cA households,
= Gross investment in
automobiles and trailers,1958 dollars deflated bynumber of house-
holds.
5.= End period stock of




1959-lU 867.2 3841.2 324.9
1221.8
1 959-IV 825.2 3849.b 278.9
12162 1960-I 861.7 3874.0 326.4
1225,8
1960-Il 861.8 3901.5 325.0
1235,9
1 960-Ill 847.8 3924.4 324.0
1245.2
1 960-IV 817.0 3939.4 298.6
1247.9 1961-I 780.7 3936.1 267,7
1240,9
1961-U 805.0 3935.9 272.0
1234.4 1%1-IIl 824.7 3940.9 285.4
1231.7 1961-I\' 853.3 3951.9 298.5
1232.2 1962-I 881.7 3976.1 324.4
1241.0
I 962-Il 878.6 4002.6 330.6
1252.8
1962111 905.6 4034.7 338.9 1265.9 1962-IV 923.4 4070.6 350.8
1281.3 1963-I 946.6 4104.5 362.6 1297.4 1963-Il 957.9 4138.2 363.3
1312.7 1963-Ill 979.7 4176.0 369.1 1328.6
1 963-IV 992.3 4215.1 369.6 1344.2 1964-I 1029.8 4255.0 380.8 1359.4 1964-Il 1055.0 4294.3 384.3 1374.2 1964-UI 1068.6 4335,3 398.0 1391.4 1964-tV 1032.8 4365.7 353.6 1397.4 1965-I 1139.1 44228 477.7 1427.4 1965-U 1120.3 4475.1 461.7 1453.2 1965-Ill 1164.9 4536.2 477.7 1480.1 1965 -IV 1207.3 4604.8 473.9 1505.9 1966-I 1256.4 4679.4 498.0 1535.6 1966-Il 1188.6 4734.2 446.6 1551,7 1966-Ill 1229.3 4796.7 467.4 1572.0 1966-tV 1218.5 4853.4 464,2 1590.2 1967-I 1197.6 4885.8 425.2 1591.5 1967-lI 12467 4924.5 471.9 1603.7 1967-Ill 1219.9 4954.7 453.6 1610.5 1967-IV 1218.4 - 445.6TABLE A-2Anticipations Data
p A WDA
1953-Ill 6.27 87.3 0.0
1 953-IV 5.66 84.1 0.0
1954-I 6.17 80.8 --1.65
1954-H 6.89 82.0 -1.65
1954-Ill 7.56 82.9 0.0
1954-IV 8.14 84.9 1.0
195 5-I 7.79 87,0 2.05
1 955-Il 7.60 93.1 4.10
1 955-Ill 7.50 99.1 6.05
1 955-tV 7.48 99.4 3.15
1956-I 7.32 99.7 0.30
195 6-lI 7.42 99.1 0.15
1956-Ill 7.64 98.2 (1.0
1 956-IV 7.91 99.2 0.0
1957-I 7.77 100.2 0.0
195 7-Il 7.74 96.6 0.0
1 957-Ill 7.44 92.9 -1.85
1 957-IV 7.03 88.6 4.00
1958-I 6.79 83.7 -4.60
1958-Il 6.55 78.5 -5.05
1 958-Ill 6.52 80.9 -2.60
1 958-IV 6.53 85.9 2.50
19 59-I 7.07 90.8 4.95
1 959-H 7.37 93.1 3.60
1 959-Ill 7.36 95.3 2.25
1959-IV 7.20 94.5 1.10
1960-I 7.74 93.8 0.0
1 960-Il 7.74 98.9 0.0
1960-Ill 7.60 92.9 0.0
1 960-IV 7.52 91.5 -0.70
1961-I 7.63 90. 1 -1.40
1961 -II 7.60 91.1 -0.20
1961-Ill 7.86 92.3 0.0
196 1-IV 7.96 93.3 0.50
1962-I 8.04 94.4 1.05
1962-Il 8.29 97.2 1.95
1 962-Ill 8.21 95.4 1 .40
1962-IV 8.34 91.6 0.0
1963-I 8.39 95.0 0.0
I 963-It 8.64 94.8 0.0NOTE: p is theweighted proportionof householdsexperting to purchase
a new car; .4s the SRC rides
of ConsumerSentiment laggedonc' quarter; mdVD/I is the filtered
chargeri A.
and from theCensus BureausQuarterly Surveyof Intentions(QSU, and
Consumer BuyingExpectations(CBE) dataas describedbelow. From 1953through 1959the on1ysource is dataon buyingintentions
from theSurvey ResearchCenter. Thedata aretaken fromseveral pub-
lishedsources and arenot availablein a consistentform nor,as has been
noted, forevery quarter.Therefore,some processingis necessaryto put the
raw data in usefulform. Thebasicsources usedare Arthur Okun,p. 446,
and variousissues of theSurvey ofConsumerFinances. From 1953-Ito1 956-1 Okunprovides datafor eight ofthirteenquarters
in the formof intentions
(nieasured bythesum of "will buy,""will
probably buy,"and one-halfof the "maybe"
responses) fornew and used
cars. Thenew- and used-car
intentionsare assignedweights of .6and .3
respectively.From 1956on, second- and
fourth-quartersurveys are avail-
able withthe dataclassified by"will buy,""will probablybuy," and "may buy" newautos. Weightsof .7, .5,and .3,respectively,were assignedas
well asa .3 weight for





















































































































































V VTABLE A-4Dependent Variablesfor AnticipatoryModels
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calculated (.32 for used cars, .54 fornew cars). The two sections of the
SRC data were then linked on the basis ofan overlap period.
Missing quarters were interpolated, and the serieswere seasonally
adjusted with the X-1 1moving seasonal program. After adjustment, the
missing quarters were corrected to be interpolations ofthe seasonally
adjusted data. The SRC portion (1953-60) of the basic intentionsseries was
then linked to the level of the QSI-CBE portion basedon an overlap period.
The derivation of the QSI-CBE portion follows.
For 1960 through 1966, the Census Bureau's QuarterlySurvey of Inten-
tions is used; for 1967 on, CBE purchase probability dataare used. First,
we Construct a weighted measure of the basic QSI intentions data:
six-month definite,probable, or possible new-car plansare assigned
weights of .7,.5, and .3, respectively, twelve-month plansare assigned
a weight of .3, used-car plans a weight of .2, and "don't know" responsec
a weight of .3. For CBE data, six- and twelve-month car-purchase prob-
abilities were given equal weights. The resulting variablewas then re-
gressed on the purchase rate, seasonal dummy variables, and dummies for
the effect of interviewer training session andsurvey type (QSI vs. CBE). The
coefficients on the last two dummieswere used to adjust the weighted plan
TABLE A-4(concluded)
X,, X ACP
1963-Ill 3281 12.36 2986
1 963-l\' 33.06 12.31 3002
1964-I 34.31 12.69 3002
1964-lI 35.25 1 2.84 2993
1964-Ill 35.33 13.16 3025
1964-lV 35.06 12.01 2946
1965-I 36.72 15.40 3102
1965-Il 36.27 14.95 3089
1965-Ill 38.01 1 5.59 3065
1965-tV 39.38 1 5.46 3066
1966-I 40.85 16.19 3076
1966-Il 38.29 14.39 3104
1966-Ill 39.05 14.85 3148
1966-IV 37.85 14.42 3219
1967-I 36.69 13.03 3264
1967-Il 37.76 14.29 3302
1967-111 35.88 13.34 3400
1967-IV 35.16 12.86 3465 IL
















43. 3 25 1 950-U 20 900 18.872 6.6860
43.741 I 950-lU 20.900 18.872 S .b6 32
44 .02 1 1 950-tV 15.300 15.339 5.0702
44. 300 1951-I 14. 000 14.429 4.2691
44. 580 195111 14.000 14.3 12 3.7889
44. 74 5 1951-Ui 5.700 1 3.349 3.87 () 3
4 4. 96 1 1951-I V 16.500 15.954 4.1302
4 5. 177 1952-I 16.500 16.071 .1.7375
45.394 1952-11 19.300 17.896 3.6559 43.608 1 952-UI 20.900 18.989 3.9749 45 .820 1 952-IV 20.900 19.106 3.4099 46.032 1953-I 2 2.000 1 9.894 3.2072 4 6.244 1953-Il 22.200 20. 133 3.1743 46.4 33 1953-UI 22.200 20. 172 3.3 127 46.5 77 1 953-I\' 2 2.600 20.377 4.5005 46.721 1954.J
2 3 .400 20.865 b.2932 46.866 1954-il 2 5.000 21.802 6.9299 4 7.038 1954-UI 2 5. 600 2 2. 168 7. 1959 4 7.266 1954-IV 2 6.000 2 2.4 12
6.4 78 1 47A94 1955-I 26000 22. 373 5.(j937 4 7. 722 1955-il 26.900 2 2 .922
5. 28 2 3 4 7.959 1 955-UI 2 7.800 2 3.5 10 5.01 33 48.2 16 1955-tV 2 7.900 2 3.6 10 5.0260 48473 195 6-1 28. 500 24.0 15 4.392 S 48.730 195 6-Il 29.000 24. 359 5.1617 49.031 1956-Ill 29.400 24.603 5 .02 2 1 49.2 24 I 956-lV 28.800 2 4. 237 4.9927 49.416 1957-I 28.600 24.115 4 .9600 49.609 1957-li 29.800 24.84 7 5.1637 4 9.807 1 957-Ill 30.400 2 5.2 52 5.2611 50.007
1 957-tV 3 0. 100 25147 5.9605 50. 207 1958-i 29.800 2 5.003 7.6909 50.408 iqc-
30.400 25.369 8 .6640 50.634 1 958-Ill 31.000 25.774 8.3153 30.875 1958-!V 30.600 2 5.608 7.3975 5 1.115 1959-I 30.800 2 5. 7 30 7.0080 51.355 1959-Il 31. 300 26.074 6.1823 51.663variable for those net effects. The entire series was then seasonallyadjusted
with the Census X-1 1 moving seasonal program.
The resultant intentions variable is always used in weighted form and
draws upon three surveys of expected purchases. The current-quarter
TABL.E AS (concluded)
tvl(. Al11 H
1959.111 32.000 26.579 6.4160 52.004
1959-tV 31.600 26.374 6.6476 52.345
1960-I 31.500 26.39] 6.2527 52.686
1960-lI 31.800 26.613 6.4456 52.909
1960-Ill 32.200 26.896 6.6435 53.076
1960-IV 31.600 26.530 7.4331 53.243
1961-I 31.300 26.386 8.0904 53.409
1961-lI 31.700 26.630 8.2443 53.662
1961-Ill 32.100 26.874 7.9389 53.959
1961-IV 31.600 26.569 7.2341 54.256
1962-I 32.100 26.835 6.7813 54.553
1962-li 32.300 26.957 6.5847 54.742
1962-Ill 32.800 27.301 6.6735 54.876
1962-IV 32.100 26.913 6.5992 55.010
1963-I 32.400 27.135 6.4714 55.144
1963-Il 32.600 27.296 6.3846 55.324
1963-Ill 33.100 27.601 6.2 166 55.526
1963-IV 32.500 27.235 6.1497 55.727
1964-I 32.700 27.318 5.9893 55.929
1964-Il 33.000 27.501 5.8577 56.206
1964-UI 33.300 27.723 5.6678 56.519
1964-IV 32.800 27.496 5.3975 56.833
1965-I 32.800 27.535 5.2571 57.147
1965-lI 33.100 27.796 5.2193 57.391
1965-Ill 33.400 28.057 4.9619 57.602
1965-IV 32.800 27.730 4.4702 57.812
1966-I 32.900 27.830 4.0945 58.022
1966-Il 33.900 28.479 4.4029 58.218
1966-Ill 33.900 28.557 4.3310 58.406
1966-IV 33.900 28.600 3.9669 58.594
1967-I 34.100 28.600 4.0995 58.783
1967-li 33.700 28.700 4.0724 59.112
1967-lu 34.100 28.300 4.3685 59.370
1967-!V 33.900 28.200 4.330 59.640survey value and two laggedsurveys are weighted.6, .3, and.1,respec- tively. The currentsurvey is included becausethe CensusBureausurveys are taken at the beginning ofthe quarteralthough they(10 not
become available until the middleof eachune.
The sentiment indexis used in two forms.The first isa filtered
change variable and the secondis the laggedithtudc indexitself. Thefiltered variable is basedon a dummy, (0), whichis assigneda value of Iwhen there is a systematic changein A and assigneda value of 0
otherwise. The decision rule is that thesentiment indexmust move in the
same direction for three consecutivequarters before themove is considered
persistent Interpolated quartersare counted in applyingthe rule, anda break ina series of upwardor downward movementsdoes notnecessarilymean that three more quarterlymovements are neededto reintroducethe series.The criterion is whether thenext quarter after thebreak continuesthe previous pattern by registeringa new local high (orlow) value. II itdoes, theseries will only be interruptedby the quarterbreak; ifit doesnot, the basic decision rule applies.The rule is relaxedin the case oftwo consecutive changes that are bothquantitatively large(defined to heat least 7percent- age points in the SRCindex, which hasa base of 1963100). The decision rulecan be summarizedas follows: the filteredattitude vari- able is given by
WDA, = .50, (M,)+ .50,, (A,)
where
0, 1ifA,.,fori= 0,1,2 areof thesame sign
or iiA, + A,, 7
oriID,.2= 1andft1=Oarid M,>
0, = 0 otherwise.
The anticipationsdata are shownin Table A-2. The dependentvariables for theanticipatory modelsare deflated expen- ditures dividedby unit price,or the purchaserate. The respectiveexpendi- ture variables (G(and C,1)are divided by theaverage car price in 1958 dollars (ACP).The averagecar price, a weightedaveiage @1 forogn and domesticcar prices dividedby the ConsumerPrice Index fornew cars, is shown in TableA-2. The basicdata were obtainedfrom the Office of Business Economics.The averagecar price is usedas a proxy for the unit price of durables,
as discussed in thetext. The purchaserate for au- (omobites,., andfor durables,x13, are multiplied by100 and are shown in Table A-4.
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Prices, Maturities, interest Rates,
and Unemployed Man-hours
The price series are all estimated as R/Q, where Q is the implicit price
deflatorforpersonalconsumption expenditures.The implicitprice
deflators for personal consumption expenditureson durables and for gross
auto product are found in Tables 8.1 and 8.2, SCH. For nonauto durables
the implied deflator is calculated from the ratio ofcurrent- to constant-
dollar purchases.
The mean maturity, seasonally adjusted, fornew auto contracts was
obtained for 1947-62 from unpublished material provided byRobert Shay,
and for 1963-65 from j. Craig of the Brookings Institution.From 1966 on,
the data were estimated by formula from FederalReserve Board seasonally
adjusted data on credit outstanding andrepayments. For nonauto durables,
annual data from Juster, Household Capital Formation and Financing,were
updated and interpolated quarterly. The maturity variable for total durables
is a weighted average of auto and nonauto maturities. The weights of .39
and .61, respectively, representaverage shares of total durables expendi-
tures. The maturity variable for automobiles (Me) and total durables (MD)
are shown in Table A-S.
Two interest-rate series are also utilized as explanatory variablesa
general interest rate (the return on AAA corporate bonds) and thereturn on
household savings accounts. The latter series isa weighted average of
various time and savings deposits, and was obtained throughcorrespon-
dence with M. Hamburger of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
Unemployed man-hours, U, used as a transitory variable in both the
objective and anticipatory models, is shown in Table A-5. The variable is
defined as the number unemployed times the average number of hours
worked plus hours lost due to involuntary part-time workas a per cent of
the total man-hours of the potentiallabor force. The basic data are
seasonally adjusted Bureau of Labor Statistics (BIS) series andare adjusted
for changes in the definition of the labor force which exclude fourteen and
fifteen year olds. After 1955 the BLS series, labor-force time lost as a per
cent of total potential man-hours, is the basic source. The earlier data are
constructed from the basic definition and are adjusted to this series.
Dummy Variables
Dummy variables are included in the regressions in order to explain two
types of supply restrictions. First of all, auto strikes in 1 952-ill and 1 964-IV
and a steel strike in 1959-tV distorted the observed demand patterns. For
the Korean War period (1 950-51) panic-buying patterns were treated with
a dummy system. The design of the respective dummy variables is dis-
cussed in Appendix C. It is also necessary to adjust the lagged dependent
Models of Durhle Goods Demand 377variables for the influenceof the dummyvariable. Theadjustmentproce dure is discussed inAppendix C,
Income Variables
Two income variablesare used: Y is realper householddisposableincome and Yis a constructed
permanent-income variable. The permanentincome series isbased on adiscreteapproximationto the continuousadaptive-revision modeloriginally suggestedby Friedman. Estimates were constructedwith various valuesof the coefficient
of expec- tations, usingpostwar quarterly data.In addition,a trend correction
that increases linearly withtime was estimatedby regression.This laststep is necessary because of theunusual growthpattern on incomein thesampie (1 949-67) period.A constant trendcorrection, usingthe compoundgrowth rate, yields consistentlynegative transitoryincome in theearlyyears and consistently positivetransitories in lateryears. The series usedhas a coefficientof expectationsof .3. Thisseriesseems, onbalance,toyieldthehighestexplainedvarianceindifferent specifications of theobjective model.Real perhouseholddisposable and permanent incomeare shown in TableA-3. Transitoryincome is definedas disposable incomeless permanentincome. The quarterlycoefficient ofexpectation of .3implies amean adjustment lag of 3.3quarters. Thiscontrasts withFriedman'sestimate ofan annual coefficient ofexpectations of .4and a mean lagof 10quarters. However, Mundlak hasshown that thecoefficient ofexpectations increaseswith the length of theobservation period.If adjustmentsare made quarterly, Friedman'sestimate impliesa mean lag of5.2 quarters.
APPENDIX BANALYSIS OFTHE OBJECTIVEMODEL
In thisappendix,some extensionsof the objective
model describedin section 1 of thetext are discussed.First, alternative
specifications of the desired demandfunction thatutilize interestrates are examined.This is followed bya comparisonof the resultswith the durables
equations used in various
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Several other variables were testedin alternative specifications of the
desired-stock function. First of all, interestrates may enter the model in two
ways: as the cost of credit, and as the returnon substitute financial assets.28
No loan-rate series is availableso the corporate-bond rate was used as a
proxy. The bond rate is related to the rate paid by financecompanies to
obtain funds and, thus, will affect therate charged although with a lag. The
bond rate lagged fivequarters is, therefore, used as a measure of credit
costs, and as a possible substitute for thematurity variable. An interest-rate
series that measures the returnon savings deposits is used as an estimate of
the return on substituteassets. An increase in the interest return makes
other assets more attractive and shouldhave a negative effect on the
demand for durables stocks.
For total durables the interest-rateseries all have negative signs. For
autos, however, the coefficients are insignificant andpositive, even though
the credit-cost effect should hestronger for automobiles. The permanent-
income and transitory-income variablesare not sensitive to changes in the
interest rate and credit specifications. Therelative-price variables are
unstable, indicating some collinearitywith interest rates and a common
trend. Real rates of interest, estimated bycorrecting nominal rates for the
ate of intlation,29 were not significant inany regressions.
The interest-rate tests show fairly smalllong-run stock elasticities on
durables, as would he expected. For the laggedbond rate, the interest
elasticities are .25 in the second-order model and.27 in the first-order
model; for the savings rate, the eiasticitiesare - .09 and - .32, respec-
tively. The addition of interest-rate variablestends to increase the price
elasticity to between 1.5 and 2.0. Thepermanent-income elasticity
remains just under 1, and a positive maturity effect of lessthan .5 is still
found in equations that contain the savings-returnvariable along with
maturity. For total durables, the results support the contentionthat there is
a small negative (nominal) interest-rate effect on durables stocks. For
automobiles, the results are less clear, possibly because thereis less trend
correlation between interest rates and net investment. In thefirst-order
model, interest-rate coefficients are significant and havean elasticity of
about .3; the associated price elasticity, however, is about2.
The model was also estimated with the price of substitutegoods as an
additional determinant of desired stock. Consumerscan substitute service
expenditures for most durable-goods investments. Thus the relativeprice of
services should enter with a positive coefficient. The estimated coefficients
were positive but small, and the t-ratios never exceeded 1 .5. A clearer
picture of this effect would require a bettermeasure of the price of
substitute goods than the one thatwe used--the aggregate deflator for
service expenditures.
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Several of the dii rable-goodsdemand Stii(lie'S111e1itned earlierpro\'e results that can be comparedto those presentedhere. A)thoughthereare differences uuung these studiesin time period andii the
gross_investn series, the standarderrors Of estimate shouldhe roughly
comparable For this purpose our modelwas reestimatedover the 1953-67
period. Thisis the period used byHamburger, and it isclose to thefit periods forthe OBE model (1953-66) andthe Brookingsmodel (1954-65).The
standard-error comparisons are in billions of1958 dollars, thusrequiring
multiplication of the Brookirigs resultsby theaverage populationover the fitperiod, and multiplication ofour results by theaverage number ofhouseholds.Table B-i shows that theresults of thevarious studiesare very closeto one another.
Previous studies of thedemand forautomobiles (e.g.Chow andSuits), have yielded considerablylarger estimatesof incomeelasticities. The differences are dueto a number of factors.First, the Chowand Suitsstudies are based on first-orderadjustment modelsand, therefore,if thepresent model is correct,contain misspecificationbias. Waudshows thatthe niisspecification bias ina partial-adjustmentmodel, whenthe expecta- tional structure ispart of the appropriate
specification, willlead to the overestimation of elasticities.Secondly, earlierstudies wereestimatedover the initial periodof diffusion ofmany durables, inwhich avery high income elasticity mightbe found. Also,as noted above, thetreatment of the maturity variablemay tend to reduce theestimated incomeelastidty.°
Serial CorrelationBias
The possibility ofserially correlatedresiduals suggeststhat the least-squares error specification isinadequate. Inaddition, ifa disturbance termhad been specifiedprior to estimation,the reducedform would havea serially
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correated residuaLThe model wac reectimated hy genera!iiedleast
squares with the assumption of first-order serial correlation in the distur-
bance. The reestimated model does exhibit a great deal of positive serial
correlation, but the coefficient estimates are largely unchanged andappear
to be more stable.
In the second-order models, the major effect of reesimation is to reduce
the lagged net-investment coefficient. The estimatedparameter of serial
correlation is very small, except for other durables. The first-order models
exhibit a great deal of serial correlation and largely reduced standarderrors
when reestimated. When reestimated, the AT models (Tables 1Ato JC, net
investment, show the originals) are respectively:
ND =.900 + .2217Y* -1012 PJ,/Q - .0445 M,) - .30565I).j+.2022Y
(1.4) (4.0) (2.3) (.1) (5.0) (3.4)
S.E.E. = 24.29=.77
= 214+.0706
*-328P(./Q +.1545 M - .2834S(..1+.1461y
(.9) (2.2) (2.0) (.7) (3.0) (2.9)
S.E.E. = 20.83 w.74
N,,= 14.8+.1695Y*-- 221.2 P,,IQ - .3014S,,+.0847w
(.1)(12.2) (1.5) (9.1) (3.6)
S.E.E. =9.70o = .56
The dummy variables are omitted andis the estimated coefficient of
serial correlation.
Variable Adjustment Lags
The transitory term, a distinctive feature of the objective model, can enter
in either of two ways. In the objective model in the text, an additive
transitory term was used.
S=f3(S*_S1)T
In th!s formulation. the speed of adjustment ((3)is constant and indepen-
dent of the transitory term.
An alternative formulation is to specify that transitory investment has an
influence on the speed-of-adjustment coefficient. In the AT net-investment
model, for example, the alternative hypothesis would be that the speed of
adjustment in (2) is not constant hut is a linear function of the transitory
term (3). In both models the transitory phenomena effect the speed of
adjustment.
S = (3(S* - S)
/3=a+bTp
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It is thereforenot possible totest one modelagainst the other,If thetrue model is given bythe reducedform of (2) and(3) withan interactive transitory effect, theoriginal objectivemodel can still.how asignificant linear effect andvice versa.However, itis ot interestto l'xaniinethe magnitude of the effectof the transitoryterm on the Speed
of adjustmentin
(2).
The revised modelis estimated bya two-step procedure.
First ot all,(2) is estimated by ordinaryleast squares andthe coefficientestimatesare used to generate anestimate of desiredstock, andconsequentlyan estimate of
(5*
- S.,), which is enteredinto a secoid-stage
regression. In thesecond
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(19.5)(3.7)stage, net investment is regressed on the estimated difference between
desired and actual stock and an interaction term with the transitory
variable as implied by (3).
Table B-2 summarizes the resLilts for both standard and revised partial-
adjustment models. The first stage of the revised model is an adjustment
model without a transitory term, which is clearly an unsatisfactory equa-
tion. The second-stage estimates utilize the estimated difference between
desired and actual stock and an interaction with either transitory income or
unemployed man-hours. The table presents the various estimates of the
speed of adjustment and the coefficient of determination for each regres-
sion. Although the two-stage revised model yields highly significant results,
as measured by the t-ratio of the interaction terms, the proportion of
variance explained is not as high as in the standard model with an additive
transitory terni. The results do serve as an indication of the magnitude of
transitory effects on the speed of adjustment, even if the additive transitory
term is a more satisfactory explanatory model.
The largest effects on the speed of adjustment are those exerted on
automobiles. At the mean level of transitory income and unemployed
man-hours, the second-stage estimates of the speed of adjustment are
.2833 and .3145, respectively. An increase of transitory income, or a
decrease of unemployed man-hours, equal to one standard deviation in
each series would imply adjustment speeds of .3508 and .3397, respec-
tively. A two standard-deviation change would bring the estimates to .4183
and .3649. The response in the adjustment for total durables would not be
as large.
APPENDIX C: DISTRIBUTED LAG EQUATIONS
AND DUMMY VARIABLES
Equation systems in which one or more lagged values of the dependent
variable appear as independent variables are used extensively in estimating
econometricmodels.Suchequationsareconceptuallyappropriate
whenever there is reason to suppose that past as well as present values of
the independent variables have an influence on the observed values of the
dependent variable. In this appendix, we examine the statistical conse-
quences of using a common type of distributed lag formulation in equation
systems where, for one reason or another, the dependent variable contains
one or more abnormal valu's which can be handled by use of a dummy
(1, 0) variable.
A standard case in point is an equation designed to explain either
purchases of automobiles or change in automobile stocks in the household
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('J.tS, strikeshave
curtaded the supplyof automobilesfor periodsranging tronione toceveral
months. Theseeffects usually spillover fromone quarterto thenext
inasmuch as thebelow-normal supplyresulting froma strike during
one
quarter is balancedby an above-normal
supply during
subsequentquar-
ters. Thus, thedepertdent variableis apt to beabnormallylow (luringthe
strike quarter,3abnormally highduring thequarter immediately
following
and, perhaps,also during thesecond quarterfollowing. lIthedesiredstock
of automobilesis taken to bea function ofcurrent andpast levels of
income
and relative prices,for example,it will ordinarilybenecessary eitherto
exclude quartersin which strikearid poststrikeeftects showup stronglyor
to insert a dummyvariable designedto measure thenet influenceof this supply disruptionon each of thequarters in question.
Failure todo so will give biasedestimates of theparameters in thedemandfunctionand
exaggerate the residualvariance as well.Eliminating theoffendingquarters
is, in principle,less desirablethan pernuittingthem toremain andallowing
for their specialinfluence bymeans of oneor more clunimy
variables.
In models wherethe laggedvalue of thedependentvariableappears, use
of a dummyvariable toreflect supplydisruptions willinevitablydistort
estimates ofregressionparameters. ofresidualvariance, aridpossibly ol
serial correlation.Troubles arisebecause thedummy isdesigned tohandle
abnormal valuesof the dependentvariable only.In practice,if the depen- dent variableproper has anabnormal value,it necessarilyfollows thatat
least one ofthe laggeddependent variableswill also beabnormal. Ifthe
model containsmore thanone lagged dependent
variable, theproblem is
magnified.
It is easyto see that dummy
variables whichreflect abnormalitieslike
strikes will biasthe regressioncoefficients ofboth the dummy
variable and
any laggeddependent variable,and willexaggerate theresidualvariance.
Take thesimplestcase: an unforeseenstrikeoccurs in quartert, reducing supply, andthis effect isfully madeup in quartert + 1.In quarterI the
model willfunction effectively:the variables
reflecting demand,including
the laggeddependentvariable, willall havenormal values.On the customary assumptionthat demandand supplyarc in balance,the dummy variable forquarter t willhave anegative regression
coefticien( equalto
the dilleiencebetween normalsupply demand) andthe below-normal supply dueto the strike.In quarter± I, substantive
demand variableswill
again havenormal valuesthe dummvariable willhave a positive regiessioricoefficientwhich reflectsthe differencebetween normalde-
rnand andthe above-normaldemandsuppIv resultingfrom producers having madeup the supplyshortfall int.But the aggeddependent
variable,because itreflects theintluenceot the strikein t. will havean abnornijllv lowvalue and,hence, predicteddemand willtend to be low.
I
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despite the fact that the strike no longer has any effect whatsoeveron either
current demand or current supply. The reason is that the lagged dependent
variable in± 2 is the (abnormally high) level of purchases in t + 1.
Furthermore, if the lag structure involves notone but two lagged terms, this
adverse effect will carryover to one additional quarter, since the bias will
not be eliminated from the regression estimates until all laggeddependent
variables have ceased to be influencedby the temporary effects of the
strike.
There are a number of relatively simplesolutions to this problem though
it is not entirely clear whichone is optimal. One could estimate the model
without lag terms, but with all of thesubstantive independent variables,
including the dummy. The regressioncoefficients of the dummy variable
could then be used to computea "corrected" dependent variable series.
Finally, the equation could bereestimated with the distributed lag struc-
ture, using the corrected dependent variable bothas the dependent vari-
able proper and as the lagged variable, butnot using the dummy
variable(s).
Alternatively, one could estimate the model withoutlags in order to
obtain the regression coefficients forall dummy variables, and these
regression coefficients could then be used to estimatecorrected values for
the dependent variable only when the latterappear as lag terms. Thus, no
adjustment would be made in the dependent variableproper, but the
dependent variable would appear in corrected form whenit constit1.t"s a
lagged independent variable. Using the first procedure, thefinal equation
will not contain the dummy variable; the full effect of thesupply situation
reflected by the dummy will already have beenaccounted for by the
corrected dependent variable series. If the alternative procedureis used,
the dummy variable will be inckded in the final model,since no correc-
tion will be applied to the dependent variable itself. Thus, theestimate(l
effect of the supply stringency, as reflected by the coefficientof the
dummy, will be different in the final equation from what itwas in the
equation from which correction factors were taken. Presumably, the final
estimate will be better, since any association between the dummy variable
and the lagged dependent variable wili be permittedto influence the
regression coefficients in the final version. Intuitively, it wouldseem that if
there were zero correlation between the dummy variable and the lagged
dependent variable, both procedures would yield thesame paranieter
estimates and the same estimates of explained variance.32
The following procedure is used byus to correct lagged dependent
variables. Corrected equations are obtained by(a) estimating the model
without lags to get a first approximation to theregression coefficients for
dummy variables;(b) using these estimated regression coefficientsto
Models of Durable Goods Demand 385correct the dependentvariable forany quarter inwhich thedunimy variables havea nonzero value; (c)reestimating the modelwithsubstantive demand variables,dummy variables, andcorre.Led valuesbr the lagged dependent variable.Corrected valuesare used on1y when
the dependent variable appearsas a lag term on theright-hand side ofthe equationThus, the corrected equationfits all vaiial)leSin their originalformexcept for lagged dependentvariables withabnormal values. Two kinds of dummyvariables appearin the model.First, thereis a Korean War dummy(KD) designedto reflect the factthat changesin durable-goods stockswere abnormally highfrom the third(luarter of 1 9so to the first quarter of1951. The above-normal volume
of durable-goods dmand during bothperiods couldpresumably havebeen reflectedby some kind of anticipatedprice variable, ratherthan beingtreated asan exogenous disturbance. Thisis not a practical
alternative becauseno expected price variableexists. The KDdummy variabledoes notspecify that the abnormallyhigh level ofdemand (roni1950-Ill through1951-I is associated witha specific pattern ofabnormally lowdemand infollowing periods. The stockvariable in theequation is permittedto carry thefull weight of thereaction; that is,abnormally highdemand resultsin the building up ofan abnormally highstock of durahies,and purchasesin future periods tendto be lower becauseof this highlevel of stocks. The quantitativescaling of thedummy is essentiallyarbitrary andmust be decided largelyon empirical grounds.The followingsystem satisfactor- ily reducesprediction errors inthe indicatedquarters and is usedthrough- out.
Household Total Autos Durables Durables ('KD) (HKD
(L)KD)
A differenttreatment is accordedthe dummyvariables for strikeperiods and poststrikeinfluence (SD).Here, it is specifically
assumed that strikes cause only a displacement
of purchasesand haveno net impact:a value ot 1 is assignedto the periodduring whichthe strike tookplace, and values of -t-O.75 and+0.25 are assignedto the iwo following
quarters. In general, strikesin theautomobile industryhave takenplace around model changeover time,and have hadtheir majorinfluence duringthe fourth quarter of thecurrent year andthe firstquarter of the followingone. The strikes treatedin thismanner occurred in1 952-Ill and1964-1 V. In addition, the steel strikeof 1 959-IVis given thesame dummytreatment.
1950-HI .40 1.00
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The fact that part of the dummy-variable ctructure in these equations is
designed to reflect not only an abnormal change during a particular period
due to a specified cause, but also the reaction (opposite in sign) to the
abnormality, means that the equation itself is more sensitive to the Shari)
up and down movements found around such periods. Thus, the period
around an automobile strike probably tends to be better fitted than the
average quarter in the period, and a large part of the burden for this better
fit is carried by the dummy variable in the absence of a "normal" value for
any lagged dependent variable.
The impact of the adjustments of the lagged dependent variables are
shown in Table C-i. Estimates of the AET model for total durables are
shown. The first equation is the fully specified AET model without any
adjustment of the lagged dependent variable in the poststrike and postwar
periods. The estimated coefficients of the dummy variables from this first
stage regression are then used to adjust the lagged dependent variable. The
model is then reestimated and these second-stage results are the second
equation shown.
The most important difference between the first- and second-stage
estimates are in the coefficients of the distributed lag terms. The coefficient
of the lagged dependent variable risesby .12.Correspondingly, the
coefficients of the determinants of desired stock decline. The coefficients of
the dummy variables themselves change slightly, but the transitory vari-
ables are hardly affected by the adjustment.
Itis expected that the explanatory power of the model should be
increased by the adjustment, which is the case. An examination of the
residuals shows very little change except in the periods in which the
dummy variable has nonzero values. The serial correlation in the residuals

































































































































































































































































































































JEva Mueller,E.Scott Maynes, and F. Thomas Juster (PJG9al litinto this general
iramewoik, in that the main focus is on the performance of anticipatory variables in a
demand model. All paY only incidental attention to the structure of an objective model.
Examples of demand studies of this type are those by Gregory Chow, Daniel Suits, and
Michael Hamburger.
The current versions of the Brookings, Wharton, FMP, and OBE models use some term
of the stock adjustment process, and none contain anticipatory variables. Earlier versions
of the Brookings and Wharton models included the Index of Consumer Sentiment as an
explanatory variable.
A recent paper by Saul Hymans uses the Index of Consumer Sentiment in a model
designed to be simulated, with an auxiliary prediction equation for the Index itself.
Adjustments are not made instantaneously partly because of decision and purchasing
tags, partly because the level of desired stock represents a target demand about which
there exists some uncertainty, and partly because of transactions costs. Household
investment decisions are sensitive to uncertainty because res,'le markets are imperfect: a
decision to invest represents a commitment to consume a certain level of services well
into the future. lncreasiiig marginal costs of investment are usually cited in the capital
nvestment literature as the source of adjustment lags.
In our model, the disctinction between permanent and transitory investment is the
length of the planning horizon that precedes the investment decision. Thus, 'transitory"
invesinient may come from an unexpected but permanent income change which alters
the rate of consumption and therefore the level of durable stock held.
The discrete model, in contrast, states that the current expectation differs from the
previous expectation by sonic proportion of the error made in the last period. The
correct specification of this model is the continuous form (3'), as expectations are being
continually revised. The approximation to (3') is 13), which is the form used above.
(3') ._p)Z-Zl
its only drawback is thatitis not an ex ante explanation, since it requires curient
observations to explain current expectations. When a pure forecast form is required the
discrete error revision version (3"l of the model can be substituted:
(3')/' - Z_( = p(Z. - Z.(
B.The symmetry of the partial adjustment and adaptive explanations first-order lag models
has been discussed by Roger Waud.
The reduced form is derived by writing the model in terms of lag operators. We can
rewrite the identity iii (5) in terms of stock, then substitute (1) and (4), all expressed with
the lag operator L to yield:
S - IS = /3S- /3L5I
Using (2), substitute for Sand solve for 5:
s
Similarly, (3; can be solved tor Ze and substituted above to yield the reduced form:
II p T 5-
I -(1 -J3L 1(1 - ()L 1(1 -t
An alternative formulation of the gross investment model specifies thataI)art,ll
adjustment to depreciated stack determines planned purchases II').
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(1')(' )t- i)
Thr)urelforniof the nii,d( StXcitip(jby (1,(2), (3)(4'), and5'is given by(8' (4')C, = I
is')C; = (1'-- C'
6')C$pZ(1 - p) J;, 1
r
which is i(IefltIC,1I tO (8)except that the coefficients have
a1itfereiit iflterpret,11i00J, form would be preferred iisupply restrictions oran absolute decline inwealth led the household sector to (lelayreplacnient demand, Thereis no evi(Ienc-e thatthis ocr ORin the sample period. Netinvestment in total (birablesisnever negative andthe au- toniobile component is less thanzero in only live quarters ofthe twentY_yearperiod exanuned
11.The constructed dataare discussed in Appeodis A.
1 2Cim su mer pow basesare not ordi nan ly thought to beSen si two to cllangcs in
interest rates per so,hi-h often are not adequatelyretlectivc' ot conditions incredit niarkets In terms of financial flows,an increased interest cost isreadily balancedout by a longer matunly, This (an be seen by kx)klng at the value of a loan, V= - )+ i", ss hereis the monthly payment,the loin rate arid A!hematurity The elasttv of V with respect to A! Cx( eeds thee!asticitv stb respect toIfor the obseryedranges A discrete approxiniationto the elasticities can becalculated with theuse of an annuity (able. The Interest elasticityincreases in absoluti' vlesvitli both maturits'and interest rates and the maturity elasticitydoes the opposite Thus,theonlparison of a iliaturits elasticity of .79 andan interest elasticity of- .2t at a maturity of thirty-six
months and a loan rate of 16per cent does not overstate thecase for using the maturity
variable See also, Juster and Shay.
Adaptive expectations wtha trend correction and liePermanent tnconieHypothesi5 were used to generate theseries
A iliscussiof the adjustmentprocedure (s found inAppendix C I 5.Unemployed nian-hoursare defined as the numberurieinplriyed tirriesthe average number of hours workedplus hours lost dueiii involuntary part-time work, divided bs' the total man-hours ofthe Potential labor force
1 6.An alternativehpothesis(hat the firstdifference tO unemployedthan-hours is the correct explanatory variablein a model without an explicittransitory compoflen(niay be equally plausible
17This result iswolnion in a quauerly modelwithout a Iagerl dependeiitmodel. For the secofld)rcger models althoughthe DurbinWatsnnis bias'(l towards 2,the results do not pr'rcluc(the possibility ofpositive serial dependenceThe model wasreestiniated with the additional
assumption that the residualsfollow a pattern of first-orderseriat correlationThe results, whichare basically thesame as those shoRn ,ihoveare examincd ii) ApoendB.
The mean depreciationrates are .2225 forautuniohiles .1626 for othercfurablesnd .1814 for total durabies
Edwin Kuh estini,itecthe elasticity of(xitput ssith respect toemp(ovnent is 1.81 in the current quarter,1.27 after twoquartc'rsand .82 in the (ringrun The mean lagsare dc-ri ed in Zvi Griliches'
articic, A proct'durt forderiving confidence intervals for 0 wasadapted from W Fuller
These resultsare calculated from theAT niodelnit ins estniontTables IA to IC 22The differencesamong these seriesare descri(g in Juster(19691)) 23.In previousreseawhit has been founil that
attitudes and lagged ifltenti)sis were the best predictor of purchaserates or househot1sclasse(J as ni)nint('n(IersHence both inten- tions and attilu&smade sugni(ic,intContributions to anexplanation of aggregate purchase rates:intentions presumablyrellectedariations in intender purchaseratesL
r
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while attitudes picked up variatiolls in the pur base rates of noiiintenders. Set' luster
(i969a).
The intentions variable refers only to automobiles although it is also used in the total
durables function.
As noted above, the available intentions series have dittc'rentia! sampling reliability
before and alter 1960, svlii Ic attitudes ,lre out available for every quarter prior to I 961
The standard errors shown in Table 4 for the anticipations models are actually obtained
from a two-step procedure. Buying intentions are conceptually rlesigned to explain unit
sates rather than deflated per household expenditures, hence we esti mate(l the ariticipa-
lions model with the dependent variable defined as deflated expenditures divided by
deflated unit price. This variable is the equivalent of the population purr base rate. The
proportion of explained variance and the standard error estimates in the table are not the
ones derived from this equation hut, rather,statistics estimated by multiplying the
predicted values from the equation by the deflated price variable. This procedure insures
that the standard error estimates (or the anticipations models arc' comparable with those
estimated for the objective model.
The durable goods equations are also estimated in the same was', even though the
only deflated unit price variable that can be constructed is for autoniohiles. Thus, itis
assumed that movements in the deflated unit price of automobiles are identical to those
in the deflated unit prices of some weighted average of all durable gcodsan extreme
assumption but not necessarily a totally unrealistic one.
The joint models are estimated with gross expenditures as the dependent variable. When
anticipatory variables are used, the appropriate dependent sariable is the purchase rate;
hence, the models may contain specification bias.
The tests of interest rates draw heavily on Hamburger. The use of the lagged corporate-
bond rate and the savings rate follow his disc tissiun.
An eight-quarter weighted average of the lagged rate of increase in the consumption-
expenditures deflator is used.
The effect of a change in the specification on elasticity estimates is not small. For
example, an expenditure equation for a partial.adjustmerit model without the maturity
variables yields current-income-impact elasticities of 1.9)for durables and 1.65 for
automobiles.
If the strike is widely antcipaled, the above-normal supply period may precede rather
than follow the strike period.
Other procedures appear to be distinctly inferior to either of the above. For example.
one could estimate the regression coefficients of the dummy variablesfrom an equation
which includes lagged dependent variables. In this case, the coefficients if the lag terms
will be biased, and the bias is bound to influence the estimated regression coefficientsof
the dummy because the lag term will be negatively correlated with the dummy. Thus.
the correction factor applied to the dependent variable series will benonoptimal.
Alternatively, one could estimate the regression coefficients of dunirny variables from an
equation which inctudes only the dummy and no other substantive demandvariables.
This also seems inappropriate, since in principle, one wants to isolate the effectsuf
supply shortages. taking account of svhatever demand influences are present inthat
particular quarter or set of quarters. Thus, it appears that in estimating the regression
coefficients of riuniniy variables, the model should be completely specified. exeptfür
the distributed-lag terms.
An alternative treatment is to account for periods of abnormallyhigh demand by a
positive dummy variable, allowing the dummy to take on negativevaluesiiilater
periods to reflect the reaction. Such an assumption is made for periods inwhich supply
shortages are caused l)y strikes. The best way to handle this problem hinges onwhether
it is plausible to suppose that the pattern of reduced (in(reased) demand inthe aftermath
of an abnormal increase (decrease) is the same as the 'tvpcal" relationbetsseen stocks1T hf)masluster andPaul
I
a or I tlr rv',. It it is supii or 'd Iha I theie'. ah an gi'ii flows i vr'ra rid
any itluenct.
to larger (oriia)brt( k, hi''H° 9)tiat'L!aflVri,thtes'mist havea 'k'rj,
rir'g.rtivr' liii jiiisitic('I valueswho h sholls'iii parils i;llw't thep'
nc'yatvr' sakro
rr'jirr'n'ntirig tb' din no''1
141 brew result.,Otu sI guit ly Ir i I1) tIn'('S tin I,Its'S I if the AtT nnud,' tt (it Ilic'paper
I In iw est oratesuti,t adg u ctnnr'rits hsedon first-stage'
equations with
unnr'iwd data
ann I an ear I or spin Ii( all un iii the mr d
,nIi( I used a ihttt'rtnit
vornput,1tonal (cmline.
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